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From data politics to the contentious politics of data

Davide Beraldo and Stefania Milan

Abstract
This article approaches the paradigm shift of datafication from the perspective of civil society. Looking at how individuals and groups engage with datafication, it complements the notion of “data politics” by exploring what we call the “contentious politics of data”. By contentious politics of data we indicate the bottom-up, transformative initiatives interfering with and/or hijacking dominant processes of datafication, contesting existing power relations or re-appropriating data practices and infrastructure for purposes distinct from the intended. Said contentious politics of data is articulated in an array of practices of data activism taking a critical stance towards datafication. In data activism, data as mediators take a central role, both as part of an action repertoire or as objects of struggle in their own right. Leveraging social movement studies and science and technology studies, this theoretical essay argues that data activism can be mapped along two analytical dimensions: “data as stakes” (as issues and/or objects of political struggle in their own right) vs. “data as repertoires” (or modular tools for political struggle), and “individual practice vs. collective action”. Mapping action repertoires and tactics along these axes allows us to chart the potential emergence of a political (contentious) data subject at the intersection of these two dimensions. This furthers our understanding of people’s engagement with data in relation to other forms of activism and existing work in social movement studies. It also helps us interpreting potential trajectories of contemporary social movements, as they increasingly interface with data, devices and platforms.
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Introduction
Datafication, in virtue of which both system and life-world are transmuted into data and/or mediated by data, constitutes a fundamental paradigm shift for contemporary society (Kitchin, 2014). This paradigm shift has both ontological and epistemological consequences. By “refram[ing] key questions about the constitution of knowledge” (Boyd and Crawford, 2012: 665), datafication alters what we may call the social epistemology of modernity. Attributing to technology a key role in the constitution of the social, it promotes a novel social ontology that changes the very nature of liberal democracy. This article approaches this sweeping paradigm shift from the perspective of the so-called civil society, that is to say the realm of human activity outside the state and the market. Looking at how variously skilled individuals and groups engage with datafication, it proposes to change the focus from “data politics” (Ruppert et al., 2017) to a “contentious politics of data”. In particular, it looks at how emerging practices of data activism, taking a critical stance towards datafication and massive data collection, articulate specific contentious politics of data.

Ruppert et al. (2017) understand data politics as “concerned with not only political struggles around data collection and its deployments, but how data generates new forms of power relations and politics at different and inter-connected scales” (2).
The authors develop their notion of data politics in response to a number of shortcomings they identify in the current recollections of the relation between people and data, which, in their opinion, over-emphasize the inertness and atomism of social actors, as well as the immediacy of their reactions. Within this frame, we would like to shed light on a fundamental component of today’s datafied society, namely grassroots contentious processes expressed by laypersons, nongovernmental organizations and social movement networks alike. By contentious politics of data we mean the multiplicity of bottom-up, transformative initiatives interfering with and/or hijacking dominant, top-down processes of datafication, by contesting existing power relations and narratives and/or by re-appropriating data practices and infrastructure for purposes distinct from the intended. Those initiatives vary for scale, organizational forms, tactics, political values and sociotechnical imaginaries. What they all share, however, is the central role of *data as mediators*: from tactical tools deployed as part of an action repertoire (e.g. citizen-led data collection to map a social problem), to the very same *raison d’être* of a mobilization (e.g. the campaign to stop police “spying on” the residents of a certain area).

As “a field of power and knowledge” data politics “is yet to find its subjects”, claimed Ruppert et al. (2017: 2–3). We argue that a complex “field of shared action” (Melucci, 1996: 16) is emerging within the civil society realm. It is composed of loosely connected initiatives which variably intervene in the politics of data from a critical standpoint. Thus the question, is the constitution of a collective political subject under way? Grounded on the disciplines of social movement studies (SMS) and science and technology studies (STS), this article offers an analytical grid to, on the one hand, read the contemporary activist landscape and, on the other, start imagining how such a *political data subject* might look like.1

We argue that data activism can be mapped along two analytical dimensions. As we shall explain, the edges of the first dimension consist of data-as-stakes (that is, as issues/objects of political struggle in their own right) and data-as-repertoires (in other words, as modular tools for political struggle). The second dimension sees engagement with data as individual practice vs. an instance of collective action. We argue that laying out this analytical map can help investigating further the emergence of a political data subject in the civil society realm.

The article is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the conceptual tenets of the paper. We then review the bourgeoing literature on political reactions and/or uses of Big Data by civil society and offer a first, broad-strokes distinction of the consequences of datafication on people. We proceed to offer a preliminary working definition of data activism, breaking it down in its bare constituent parts, namely data, agency and technology, and bring this distinction to bear on the definition of data politics by Ruppert et al. (2017). Afterwards, we present a more refined typology of data activism that makes sense of the distinction between data-as-stakes and data-as-repertoires. We conclude by reflecting on the consequences of our analytical model for the present and future of digital activism, and for our understanding of the articulation between worlds, subjects and rights evoked by Ruppert et al.

**Where data re-mediate activism: An interdisciplinary perspective**

Inspired by other notable examples in this direction (e.g. Hess, 2005, 2016; McFarlane, 2009), we bring SMS and STS into a fruitful dialogue. This combination empowers us to foreground the relevance of the materiality of datafication and its entanglement with the meaning-making practices of contemporary social struggles. While SMS enable us to scrutinize struggles around meaning-making of social actors (e.g. della Porta and Tarrow, 2005; McDonald, 2004; Melucci, 1996), STS adds a sensibility towards material-semiotic processes (e.g. Bijker and Law, 1992; Bowker and Star, 2000; Latour, 1994). Furthermore, SMS enable us to acknowledge the creative and transformative function of grassroots initiatives and “counterpublics” (Hess, 2016) in resisting or redirecting datafication processes, for data enable new ways of knowing the world and new ontologies of participation (Milan and van der Velden, 2016). Meanwhile, STS empower us to consider the active role that material elements—technological infrastructure, software tools, data ecosystems—play in facilitating and/or constraining such bottom-up initiatives.

Following STS, which disallow the existence of pre-defined objects of analysis, we trace the complex articulation of assemblages *in fieri* by unfolding the underlying socio-technical relations (Law and Hassard, 1999). We thus explore how activism re-shapes data and how data re-shapes activism, moving away from seeing data as mere intermediaries of socio-technical processes to understanding data as proper mediators (Latour, 2005). As a result, we conceptualize data activism as the field where *data re-mediate activism*. One of the main assumptions of this essay is that data is increasingly contentious, both in the sense that it becomes a locus of struggle and in the sense that it turns into tools (or agents) of conflict. In addition, the perspective of social movement
 scholarship allows us to see data activism through the collective action lens, foregrounding meaning-making and organizational activities (Gamson, 1992; Polletta, 2002). We thus understand data activism as a critical relation with and towards data.

If we understand communication as a process centered around meaning-making and central to organizational definition (Kavada, 2016; Schoeneborn, 2011), we can appreciate the key role of the affordances of the technological dimension of communication in the co-constitution of a field of action and a web of meanings—a critical analytical tool to understand social movement formation and impact (Melteri, 1996). This calls for a careful consideration of the infrastructural layer of activism, that is to say the often invisible, embedded socio-technical arrangements that make social practices possible (Edwards et al., 2009; Star and Bowker, 2002). The infrastructural layer of activism can be seen as a constitutive part of what Ruppert et al. (2017) call the “conditions of possibility of data” (1). Infrastructure is key to the contentious politics of data especially because the backbone of contemporary datafication processes is currently a much contentious domain. In this domain, composite interests and values are negotiated and often clash with each other, getting entangled with a dominant “master narrative” (Star, 1999; see also Milan and ten Oever, 2017). The recent mobilization against the repeal of net neutrality is a living proof of the growing importance of the infrastructural layer today (cf. Stier et al., 2017).

Our definition of contentious data politics builds on the notion of “contentious politics” by social movement scholars Tilly and Tarrow. They described those “interactions in which actors make claims bearing on someone else’s interests, leading to coordinated efforts on behalf of shared interest or programs” (2015: 4). More specifically, contentious politics occurs “when ordinary people—often in alliance with more influential citizens and with changes in public mood—join forces in confrontation with elites, authorities, and opponents” (Tarrow, 2011: 7). Furthermore, it “is used by people who lack regular access to institutions, who act in the name of new or unaccepted claims and who behave in ways that fundamentally challenge others or authorities” (2011: 4). Departing from Tilly and Tarrow, who claimed that contentious politics is by definition collective (2015), we include in the rubric of contentious data politics also individual acts of rebellion and practices as they are made possible by the infrastructure of datafication. “Making claims” in the age of Big Data and machine learning is still a dynamic and relational affair (cf. Tilly, 2008). But because collectivity is an objective to work towards, rather than a given, as both Melucci (1996) and Latour (2005) made clear, it is worth investigating a spectrum of empirical phenomena that might or might not be involved in a process of group-building. In other words, the contentious politics of data embraces also the array of everyday practices of resistance, subversion and creative appropriation embodied by individuals. Think for instance of the adoption of encryption or the act of covering the laptop camera with a sticker as mechanisms of self-protection from the interference of states, corporations or malicious actors.

Our conceptual work at the intersection of SMS and STS seeks to overcome what we may call a “historical” divide in the study of social movements. SMS have been traditionally split along an analytical cleavage: a largely North American tradition emphasizing “how” questions, that is to say by which means, resources and forms social movements mobilize (e.g. McAdam et al., 1996; Tilly and Tarrow, 2015), and a mainly European tradition focusing on the “why”, e.g. for what goals and with what implications people protest (e.g. Melucci, 1989; Touraine, 1981). In other words, the former has been more concerned with investigating a movement’s repertoire, while the second has emphasized the agendas, including also culture and values, movements put forward. STS’ emphasis on flat ontologies (DeLanda, 2006) and symmetrical epistemologies (Latour, 2005) encourage us to explore all the directions of the nexus data-activism. We might explore, for example, data as assembling new forms of contention as well as data being (re-)assembled in an open-ended contentious process. Hence, injecting an STS sensibility in the SMS reasoning allows us to bridge existing traditions within the discipline, recognizing that investigating how activists can creatively employ data and which power struggles surround the control of data are to be treated in a comprehensive analytical framework—one exploring how data remediates activism and how activism remediates data.

Data politics and the civil society

Today, data is an “object whose production interests those who exercise power” (Ruppert et al., 2017: 3). It is increasingly contentious in two ways: it is strategically mobilized within more generic instances of contentious politics (e.g. counter-mapping and critical cartography), or it is at stake in crucial contemporary struggles (e.g. against algorithmic discrimination). We subsume the various empirical manifestations of the contentious politics of data in the category of data activism. Data activism, in its variable manifestations, has recently come under the spotlight of critical social science scholarship, which recognizes the originality and relevance of practices of engagement with datafication emerging within the citizenry at large.
Scholars have encouraged us to investigate how agency is re-defined in the age of Big Data (Kennedy et al., 2015; Milan, 2018), paying attention to “bottom up” initiatives (Coudry and Powell, 2014; Gabrys et al., 2016) and “everyday” practices of “living with data” (Kennedy, 2018). They have stressed how nongovernmental organizations and human rights defenders, among others, encounter difficulties in making sense of widespread surveillance (Dencik and Cable, 2017; Gangadharan and Jędrzej, 2018), and how mechanized processing of data amplifies existing forms of discrimination (Arora, 2016; Hoffmann, 2019). They have shown how novel alliances between previously discrete realms of activism emerge (Baack, 2018; Gutierrez, 2018), and how people creatively make sense of the complexity of algorithmic processes (Bucher, 2017; Lehtiniemi and Ruckenstein, 2018).

Zooming in on emerging forms of grassroots engagement with datafication, we can distinguish between two “types” of consequences of datafication on people: its top-down effects on groups and individuals (which we will term “institutional politics of data”) and the bottom-up practices embodied and promoted by individuals and groups (the “contentious politics of data”) (cf. Hintz and Milan, 2018). The first refers to the numerous and diverse consequences on people’s lives of datafication as a systemic process, such as government surveillance, corporate profiling, algorithmic discrimination and platform capitalism, to name but a few. These rather heterogeneous processes occur both in authoritarian and in liberal regimes and make visible the reassessment of power relations promoted by datafication. Scholars have referred to “surveillance capitalism” (Zuboff, 2019), “surveillance culture” (Lyon, 2018) and “data colonialism” (Coudry and Mejias, 2018) to capture this difficult relation, which invariably positions the individual at the losing end of the equation. Conversely, the contentious politics of data indicates the sociotechnical practices of individual users and civil society entities, who are increasingly aware of the issues at stake in datafication as well as of the opportunities for democratic empowerment embedded in data practices. Despite the internal heterogeneity of these “categories” of after-effects of datafication, both strands can be seen as structural transformations of civil society in response to datafication. We focus on the contentious politics of data to offer some analytical tools to decipher the complexity of the contemporary landscape in relation to, on the one hand, an attention towards inequality, social change and its enabling factors embodied by SMS, and on the other hand, a sensibility towards materiality and relationality of technology and information proper of STS.

**From data to data activism**

Contrary to the Latin etymology of the term—a past participle meaning “given”—data does not exist as *datum*. Rather, it is the outcome of historical and social processes of (co-)construction, (re-)definition, and appropriation (cf. Gitelman, 2013). This constitutes data as a potential site of struggle in its own right—i.e. issues of socio-cultural and political significance around which contention might emerge. Data nonetheless embodies also a dimension of “giveness”, a functional rather than an ontological one: it is a ready-made input for standardized practices, the result of pre-determined processes of acquisition and classification (Mosco, 2014; cf. Espeland and Stevens, 2008). This aspect turns data into an increasingly important element of the action repertoire through which political contention of various nature is expressed today.

But turning data into data activism can be a complex affair in the hands of people, regardless of their expertise. To be sure, here the so-called “Big Data” are not evoked in relation to the scale and complexity of information in absolute terms. Instead, data is defined in function of *what people do with it*, with accent on human and political agency rather than size. More often than not, grassroots activists and laypersons deal in fact with “good enough data”—that is to say, “citizen data” generated for example through measuring and quantifying practices sufficient to provide “ways of realizing environmental and social justice” (Gabrys et al., 2016: 14).

As argued elsewhere, contemporary examples of data activism include the range of sociotechnical practices positioned along a continuum between two approaches, namely “re-active” and “pro-active” (Milan, 2017). Reactive forms of data activism primarily concern individuals and groups resisting the perceived threats of massive data collection, often by way of technical fixes. We refer to, for instance, the organization of security training for non-experts (Daskal, 2018) and the obfuscation of industrial data collection techniques (Brunton and Nissenbaum, 2011). In contrast, proactive data activism characterizes projects taking advantage of the possibilities for civic engagement, advocacy, and campaigning that the datafication of social life brings about. Examples include the development of “civic technologies” (Wissenbach, 2019) and of forensic devices for activism (van der Velden, 2015) as well as open data and transparency initiatives (Schrock, 2016; Torres, 2019). The distinction between data-as-stakes and data-as-repertoire is explained in more detail below. It represents a step forward in analytical terms in that it combines the “how” and the “why” of social action.
Engagement with data, in this context, necessarily means both technological engagement (e.g. software development, hacks and fixes) and political engagement (e.g. standard setting, redefinition of cultural valence, questioning of power relations). The two are indeed entangled in the practice of the contentious politics of data, where technology has always a political dimension (better illustrated by data-as-stakes) and politics concerns also the technological infrastructure (better illustrated by data-as-repertoires).

It is worth noting that the notion of data activism weaves together reactions and interactions with datafication (and technology in its broadest sense) that have been typically threatened as antithetical, for their accent on either the opportunities of datafication or its threats. By taking data activism as a whole, we acknowledge that data-as-repertoire and data-as-stakes adhere to the same phenomenon, whose components cannot be fully understood if taken in isolation.

To put it simply, they represent two sides of the same coin as they are both effects of the expeditious evolution of information and technology. In the same vein, the notion of data activism embraces discrete but complementary means to achieve political goals in the age of datafication.

All things considered, our definition of data activism embodies three innovative aspects. Firstly, it emphasizes the aspects of practice and agency in approaching data and data infrastructure. Secondly, it brings together two approaches to data—as opportunity or threat—that might at a first sight seem poles apart, but which cannot be fully understood in isolation.

Thirdly, it foregrounds the productive role of infrastructure as a key component of (digital) activism today. But how does data activism contribute to furthering our understanding of data politics?

**Contentious data politics vs. data politics: Two complementary perspectives**

Like the concept of data politics by Ruppert et al., our notion of contentious data politics supports a “shift” to social practices and agents (2017: 3). It also complements our understanding of data politics in four main ways. Firstly, it emphasizes the productive role of the material infrastructure of datafication and of its incorporation in material and semiotic struggles. It shows how subjects can make sense of the invisible yet filled with consequences, or the “worlds” evoked by Ruppert et al.—that is to say, the “critical infrastructures that are generative of politics and struggles” (p. 4). Secondly, by postulating the possibility of a political data subject, and even of a collective subject, it moves beyond the atomism that worries Ruppert et al.

Thirdly, by underscoring the novel temporalities of data activism, it partially offsets the critique of immediacy rightly moved by the proponents of data politics. Finally, by contributing to redefine how citizenship can be enacted in the age of datafication, it provides a concrete example of how data politics from the ground-up “reconfigures relationships between states and citizens” (p. 1). In what follows, we explore these four claims.

We are reminded that “[data has a performative power that is resignifying political life” (Ruppert et al., 2017: 2). Yet, we are told, thus far this composite field of action and power has not found its political agents. If data professionals are the custodians and the gatekeepers of the age of Big Data and artificial intelligence, then data activists are the mediators between the data layer and ordinary users. They are the interpreters of the “transversal relations and legal and political tensions that make up data politics” (p. 6).

To put it simply, in virtue of their skills and/or awareness, data activists are able to “translate” data and data infrastructure into a site or means of struggle. In this sense, data activism, especially when it becomes a collective matter, constitutes an antidote to the atomism of many contemporary approaches to and narratives of datafication (see, for example, the flamboyant promises of Internet of Things technology). It also contributes to rationalize and re-articulate collectivities, as the grand challenges of data and data infrastructure are capable of rallying disparate subjects with distinct expertise, agendas and motivations. The various “civic tech” groupings emerging locally worldwide, for instance, are illustrative of the novel collectives reordering around data challenges, as they bring together community revitalization activists, data wizards, and, e.g., parents or environmental advocates in view of ameliorating the state output.

But data activism also contributes to challenge the monopoly of the state over information and infrastructure. We agree that “data and politics are inseparable. Data is not only shaping our social relations, preferences, and life chances but our very democracies” (p. 2). To be sure, the battle for the control of flows and infrastructure of information and related policies predates the rise of automated massive data collection (see, e.g. Braman, 2009; Castells, 1996; DeNardis, 2009; Nye, 2011). Today, however, resistance and reappropriation of data represent even more so central mo(ve)ments of tension between civil society and the state and/or corporate power. What is new is that data can be repurposed as a sort of “new currency” in the relationship between the state and the people. For instance, activists can analyze the open data made available by public administrations to find evidence to support their claims towards the state. They can use apps and platforms to report failures in public...
services to their municipality. In so doing, individuals and groups can enact their citizenship—intended as political agency—through data. They can use digital media to facilitate large-scale protest to hijack agenda-setting mechanisms. Drawing on radical democracy and feminist theories, we can see this type of engagement with data as a recurrent exercise of intervention in and transformation of the state, oriented to contesting consolidated ways of “doing things”, institutionalized social relations and legitimized sources of authority (cf. Rodriguez, 2001). Data activism can thus be seen as an effort of (re-)activating and (re-)defining citizenship as a lived experience in the first person—one which allows individuals to move beyond the sporadic activation of citizens as voters, and to do so in the framework of a collective experience.

This continuous activation of citizenship via data, apps and platforms points to the ability of data activism to promote novel temporalities, offsetting the trend towards the disempowering immediacy rightly criticized by Ruppert et al. (2017). By combining the present and the past of automatized data collection with sense-making, data activism can uphold original temporalities of material preservation, shared memory and collective mobilization. The Syrian Archive is a working example of how these novel temporalities are forged. Human rights activists and programmers engage in the systematic collection, verification and systematization of images and video footage of human rights violations in the Syrian conflict gathered from social media, and thus condemned to oblivion (Deutch and Habal, 2018). At the same time, however, one must notice how the temporality of contention over and through data might work the other way around: whereas the transformation of digital communication into persistent traces is at the core of the logic of surveillance capitalism, end-to-end encryption or right-to-be-forgotten advocacy are at the center of the resistance towards it.

We now proceed to presenting a more sophisticated typology of data activism, in view of offering an analytical grid with which to attempt to reduce the complexity of the data activism landscape. This analytical grid can help us better understand how a political data subject might be underway from the composite field of contention around and with data.

A new typology of data activism: Towards a political data subject

As an expression of the contentious politics of data, data activism manifests itself both as contention over the control of data, and as contention manifested through data practices. Moreover, the various instances of data activism can be positioned along the spectrum of purely individual acts of resistance (however within a collective imaginary) and organized collective action proper. Both dimensions are to be conceived not in a descriptive but rather in an ideal-typical sense; their heuristic value lies in their capacity to analytically bring together a set of phenomena which might look different if taken at face value. This allows us to identify (potential) lines of convergence towards one or more cohesive political data subjects.

Data-as-stakes vs. data-as-repertoire

Looking at the relation between activism and data from a bidirectional perspective, we can distinguish analytically between two “flows”, namely how activism shapes data and how data shapes activism. The first refers to initiatives that identify data as objects of intervention in their own right, where data is quite directly involved in the emergence of the rationales and goals of collective action. The second identifies cases where data is largely instrumental and/or a strategic variable, reshaping the means and conditions of activism more or less besides its specific ends. In the first instance, thus (collective/individual) action is oriented towards data. In the second (collective/individual), action is enabled by data. In other words, data in relation to activism can be seen both as the main stake in a hypothetical claim-making agenda and/or as part of the repertoire of action, alongside other more traditional forms of protest and civic engagement.

Data-oriented activism—that is, activism that identifies data-related processes as the main stake of action—emerges as a grassroots response towards critical aspect of datafication. It adopts a variety of action repertoires, including advocacy, literacy promotion, software development, campaigning. Examples include the activities promoted by digital rights organizations, security trainers, and algorithmic transparency initiatives. Data-enabled activism—in other words activism that exploits data collection, analysis and visualization as part of a repertoire for promoting its goals—arises instead from the opportunities that datafication opens up for mobilization, campaigning and evidence-production for claim-making. It mobilizes data practices towards a variety of social, political or personal causes. Data journalism oriented to advocacy, (critical) citizen science, and open data initiatives are illustrative of this ideal type.

The distinction is analytically evident when comparing two examples: signing a petition to protest the repeal of net neutrality vs. tracking air pollution data to advocate for better air quality policies. In the first case, the means of the action do not have much to do with the effects of datafication, whereas the issue of
data is strictly involved in the orientation of such action. In the second case, what is at stake is largely unrelated to data as such. What we see here is a “data practice” entering the repertoire of environmental activism. Besides this analytical distinction, data-oriented and data-enabled practices are often conflated to various degrees in the empirical manifestations of data activism. While advocating for the right to resist massive data collection, privacy activists might engage with data obfuscation practices in order to tactically affirm this right. Whereas open data is in some cases primarily a tool to promote government accountability, open data activists generally also make a point about data policy as such.

In SMS, means and ends are increasingly understood as a continuum and as affecting each other (Dekker and Duyvendak, 2013; Jasper, 2011). The idea of a purely instrumental movement selecting the most appropriate tactics in order to reach its exogenous goals is often an untenable simplification. This is increasingly visible in the practice of data activism. Whereas certain initiatives adopt a mix of digital and non-digital tactics, relying on data-enabled action repertoires is gradually becoming unavoidable. Similarly, activist networks adopting data practices to fight for a great variety of goals, tend to increasingly embed a critical attitude towards the premises and consequences of these same practices.

**Individual vs. collective action**

Data activism is expressed through a variety of organizational and identity forms. Another relevant analytical dimension is indeed the individual vs. collective one. Some of the existing data activism initiatives take the shape of individual acts of resistance, while others consist of large-scale collective mobilizations. It is evident that an individual embracing tool for encrypting communications represents a rather different phenomenon than a global advocacy network established to demand greater algorithmic accountability. Once more, this distinction is largely analytical rather than empirical. A seemingly individual practice like adopting anonymous browsing is not only rooted on the existence of a collective project like the anonymity network Tor (https://www.torproject.org) but also routed through several Tor relays volunteered by thousands of users. Similarly, deleting a Facebook account might be an individual act, but it might as well be a manifestation of the #DeleteFacebook campaign. More often than not, these individual acts of resistance and/or rebellion feed themselves on widespread imaginaries and popular slogans.

It is worth noting how the appropriate “scale” at which contentious politics is expressed nowadays represents one of the most heated debates in contemporary social movement literature. Some scholars argue that, no matter how redefined by technology, digitally mediated movements still manifest a proper collective character (Gerbaudo and Treré, 2015). Other contends that contemporary forms of activism generally take place in more individualized forms (McDonald, 2004), or novel hybrid “connective” formats (Bennett and Segerberg, 2013; Milan, 2015). Data activism, we argue, points to yet another “hybrid” form (cf. Treré, 2019), with specific temporalities and increasingly also a collective identity of its own.

**Heuristic value of the typology**

We are aware that both the distinctions introduced above are simplifications of a much complex and entangled reality, where the categories “data-as-stakes” and “data-as-repertoires”, as well as “individual practice” and “collective action”, are often not mutually exclusive. The classes identified by these distinctions typically overlap in the empirical reality and are often simultaneously present in the same empirical case. In other words, they are ideal types useful to inform a systematic exploration of such a broad field. Figure 1 plots these dimensions along two axes, in order to propose a typological grid through which to observe a variety of empirical cases. Illustrative examples are tentatively positioned on the grid in relation to their relative distance from the selected ideal types.

The first analytical category is that of individual practices that take data as their stake. An example of this is “hiding from the Matrix”, that is to say the adoption of a number of technological habits to avoid the best of possibilities being a target of surveillance, such as using email encryption or avoiding data intensive applications. Secondly, data is at stake of contention also from a collective action point of view. This might also not heavily involve data-specific practices. A case in point is the adoption of traditional protest tactics, such as organizing a demonstration or submitting a petition, in order to influence government decisions infringing on “Internet freedoms” (e.g. German Working Group on Data Retention, 2008).

At the intersection of individual action and the adoption of a datafied repertoire stands, for example, the practice of self-tracking. Whereas not a paradigmatic expression of contentious politics, it does sometimes repurpose existing tools for self-improvement and “body hacking” which have not (necessarily) to do with data issues as such. Although sometimes framed within the so-called Quantified Self movement (Lupton, 2016), it generally relies on individual practices.
Datafied repertoires of action also manifest a collective dimension. This is the case for Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks or other forms of collaborative “hacktivism” (Jordan, 2002). Whereas the goals of those tactics may vary, they exploit the disruptive power of data to make a political claim. A paradigmatic case of data-oriented practices in which the boundaries between the individual and the collective are explicitly blurred is that of anonymous browsing. As mentioned above, browsing the web with Tor can be hardly understood as a solitary act, as it critically relies on the network effects made possible by a community of volunteers cooperating to mask the routing paths of information packets.

Certain strands of citizen science are illustrative of data practices mobilized as tactics for activist goals, in which individual and collective elements are combined. Think of initiatives monitoring noise or air quality in order to pressure the local governments for better environmental policies (Berti Suman, 2018). These generally rely on individual data collection practices within the frame of a collaboration with scientific organizations and/or civic associations. But data sometimes intervene as both issues in their own and as component of a repertoire of action. A largely individual expression of this convergent trend are data obfuscation practices, in which users aware of issues of profiling deliberately “mess up” with their own data to interfere with the classification logic of artificial intelligence systems. Claims for a more transparent government by collecting, arranging and publicizing datasets are in this case often merged with demands for the regulation of data itself.

Thus far, we have located some examples on the analytical grid identified by the dimensions “data-as-stake/data-as-repertoire” and “individual/collective action” recognizing the overlap of these categories in the empirical world. This analytical map allows to formulate a working question: Does a political data subject—expression of the contentious politics of data beyond the scattered landscape depicted above—emerge at the intersection between these dimensions?

We might argue that the convergence of data activism along these axes represents a condition of possibility for the coalescing of the existing field of action around a subject capable of interpreting the crucial tensions of contemporary datafied societies. Mobilizing around data issues without incorporating datafied tactics within the action repertoire is arguably a limited approach, because it misses out on the historical potential of empowerment through data practices showcased by proactive data activism. Conversely, exploiting data as mere tools for action, without intervening on existing data-related dynamics, lacks the critical attitude towards the power relations embedded in and expressed through data flows, which is a precondition for “redirecting” processes of datafication. As for the second dimension, it is self-evident that individual action alone lacks the scale and network effects required to question structural processes, while collective action which is not grounded on individual, everyday technological practices, can hardly fulfill the requirements for proper social change to happen.

The proposed analytical map and working question can inform a sociologically oriented empirical investigation of the diverse forms of data activism. Moreover, it provides a question for critical reflection in relation to the broader envisioning of an emerging contentious data subject. It is important to stress that the idea of a (more or less) collective subject evoked here is not to be understood in monolithic terms, but as the coagulation of a multiplicitous field of action—a process that can follow many empirical trajectories. We argue that an attention to the ways in which relations to data-as-stakes and data-as-repertoire are folded onto each other offers an excellent vantage point to observe these trajectories.

Conclusions

This article proposed to explore data infrastructure and data flows as a critical site of contestation. To do so, it investigated the central features of data activism, understood as a critical relation with and towards
data and as action enabled by data practices and structures. It illustrated how data activism intercepts emerging forms of action that interpret data as both repertoires and stakes of contention. It showed that data activism underpins and illustrates an emerging “contentious politics of data”, to be seen as a complement to the notion of “data politics” proposed by Ruppert et al. (2017).

The key contribution of our program lies in the articulation of a social movement perspective on data activism that goes beyond the “means vs. ends” divide, and that avoids both the techno-enthusiasm and the techno-skepticism typical of many contemporary narratives of data activism (including our earlier work). We offer an analytical map and a working question to orient the empirical exploration of the composite assemblage of contentious practices articulated around and through data. Consequently, we ask whether contentious data politics might express the coagulation of a field of action into a political (and/or historical) subject at the intersection of four elements: data understood both as fields of and tools for political contention, and data practices expressed through the entanglement of individual and collective practices.

Our analysis intends to intervene also in the debate around the analytical status of contemporary, digitally mediated social movements (e.g. Bennett and Segerberg, 2013; Beraldo, 2017; Karatzogianni, 2015; Postill, 2018). We believe that looking at the contentious politics of data, and at data activism as its primary manifestation, might help us to update the taxonomy of contemporary digital activism and to give adequate consideration to its infrastructural dimension. It remains an open question to what extent these variably structured, variably ephemeral forms of resistance and political agency emerging around data, data infrastructure and data flows display a cohesive collective identity of their own and the capacity of action sustained over time, and whether it provides the much-needed counter-weight to the impending surveillance capitalism.
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Notes

1. The chapter illustrated with examples from a five-year project investigating the emergence and “coming of age” of data activism after Snowden (see https://data-activism.net).
2. In this paper, citizenship is intended as exercise of political agency in the feminist tradition (see, e.g. Fraser, 1992; Mouffe, 1992) rather than in its functional meaning of holder of civil rights in a given polity.
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